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Abstract
Person re-identification is an important technique towards automatic recogni-
tion of a person across non-overlapping cameras. In this paper, a novel patch
selection method based on parsing and saliency detection is proposed. The
algorithm is divided into two stages. The first stage, primary selection: Deep
Decompositional Network (DNN) is adopted to parse a pedestrian image into se-
mantic regions, then sliding window and color matching techniques are proposed
to select pedestrian patches and remove background patches. The second stage,
secondary selection: saliency detection is utilized to select reliable patches ac-
cording to saliency map. Finally, PHOG, HSV and SIFT features are extracted
from these patches and fused with the global feature LOMO to compensate for
the inherent errors of saliency detection. By applying the proposed method on
such datasets as VIPeR, PRID2011, CUHK01, CUHK03, PRID 450S and iLIDS-
VID, it is found that the proposed descriptor can produce results superior to
many state-of-the-art feature representation methods for person identification.
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1. Introduction1
Person re-identification aims to identify pedestrians in non-overlapping cam-2
eras. It plays a role in a variety of practical applications, such as pedestrian3
searching, tracking, and analyzing behavior in di↵erent camera scenes. Person4
re-identification makes a significant contribution in reducing time as it can be5
used to seek a specific person from large amounts of images or videos rather than6
a human doing this manually. For the above reasons, person re-identification7
has gained much attention among researchers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].8
However, it remains a challenging problem. A person could undergo significant9
variations in pose, viewpoint, scale, and illumination when walking through sev-10
eral di↵erent cameras. Moreover, background clutter, image blur, and occlusion11
make the situation even worse. All these problems make intra-person variations12
even larger than inter-person variations.13
In this paper, we focus on constructing robust feature representation to solve14
these problems. Existing methods for feature representation mostly focus on two15
di↵erent aspects: hand-crafted features and deep features [3].16
For hand-crafted features, many of them have been developed to achieve17
precise matching, such as the covariance descriptor based on bio-inspired fea-18
tures (gBiCov) [5], salient color names based color descriptor (SCNCD) [8], and19
ensemble color model (ECM) [4]. It can be found that these methods have20
some common problems. They do not remove the background noise, and the21
attribute types are simplex. Although ECM fuses di↵erent color attribute, it has22
no gradient and other attributes. However, the features we want to construct23
should have less noise but more diverse attributes. Therefore, a preprocess-24
ing of removing background noise is necessary, and we also consider combining25
multiple attributes to enhance features. In this paper, Pyramid Histogram of26
Oriented Gradients ( PHOG [12]), HSV and Scale Invariant Feature Transform27
(SIFT [9]) features representing gradient, color, and extreme points are fused28
to complement each other.29
For deep features, they have continuously updated the highest recognition30
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rate in recent years. A lot of methods are proposed to extract the deep features31
based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Some of them try to design new32
CNN frameworks get better deep features, e.g., JointRe-id [13]. Some works33
enhance deep features by fusing with multiple hand-crafted features, e.g., FFN34
[14]. Others obtain more discriminating deep features by modifying the loss35
function in the training process of CNN, e.g., Quadruplet [15]. Although each36
of these method has achieved breakthrough results, we still find their weakness37
in some practical application scenarios. The problem is that data-driven deep38
learning cannot play a full role if the samples in the training set are insu cient.39
So we can see that deep learning methods are usually applied to large-scale40
person re-identification datasets, such as Market1501 [16], DukeMTMC-ReID41
[17], and MSMT17 [18]. It inspires us to construct a new feature representation42
to solve the problem of insu cient samples, and the new feature is supposed to43
improve accuracy more than some deep features.44
So we consider about picking out valuable patches from images precise fea-45
ture matching. Actually, there are already many researches about local feature46
exist, much like our idea. Whether you design a local feature (e.g., SDALF47
[19]) or map an existing local feature space to another space (e.g., LFDA [6]),48
they all have a same problem: feature drift. The location of most similar patch-49
es in di↵erent images changes cross di↵erent camera views, and we call this50
phenomenon feature drift. Some methods try to solve it by saliency features,51
and get e↵ective improvement, such as SCNCD [8] and SalMatch [20]. The fly52
in the ointment is that they ignore the inherent error of saliency. Therefore,53
we utilize Graph-Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) [21] to change location-guide54
feature matching into saliency-guide feature matching, so as to e↵ectively solve55
the problem of feature drift. In addition, we adopt the strategy combined with56
global feature Local Maximal Occurrence (LOMO [3]) to compensate for the57
inherent errors caused by saliency detection.58
In summary, the proposed method makes the following contributions for59
person re-identification:60
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(1) We propose a patch selection method, which can e↵ectively solve the prob-61
lem of insu cient samples in actual scenarios, and has great significance in62
engineering applications and has some theoretical value.63
(2) In the primary selection, we propose a preprocessing method to remove64
background noise. We use Deep Decompositional Network (DDN) to divide65
the picture into semantic regions, and propose sliding window and color66
matching techniques to remove the background patches.67
(3) In the secondary selection, we utilize saliency detection to solve the problem68
of feature drift and patch unbalance caused by primary selection. It makes69
us matching features in saliency-guide, rather than location-guide.70
(4) We propose a strategy that combines local features with global features to71
solve the problem of mismatching caused by saliency detection. PHOG,72
HSV and SIFT features are extracted from the selected patches. LOMO73
features are extracted from the whole image and fused with them to com-74
pensate for the inherent error of saliency detection.75
The paper is organized as follows. The review of related work is provided76
in Section 2. The proposed algorithms are described in detail in Section 3.77
Experimental results using six public benchmark datasets are presented and78
analyzed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 5.79
2. Related work80
2.1. Deeply-learned methods for person re-identification81
Person re-identification is classified into two categories: single-shot case,82
and multi-shot case. In general, single-shot person re-identification is required83
to match a single probe image to a single gallery image. As for multi-shot84
case, a probe image or images can be matched to frames in the gallery and the85
matching results can be combined to obtain the result for a video sequence.86
In recent years, deep learning has been widely used in image recognition87
tasks and has made great breakthroughs especially in person re-identification.88
Yi et al. [13] proposed a method which can simultaneously learn features and89
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a corresponding similarity metric for person re-identification. Chen et al. [22]90
presented a novel multi-channel parts-based convolutional neural network (CN-91
N) model that utilized a triplet framework. The CNN model was trained by an92
improved triplet loss function that assigned the same ID for the closer instances93
in the learned feature space and assigned a di↵erent ID for the farther instances.94
Furthermore, instead of directly training on the sample images, some methods95
[13, 22, 23, 24] exploited a part or patch-based deep architecture to learn dis-96
criminative feature representations, in local regions of people, with CNNs. For97
example, Yi et al. [24] split the input image into three rectangular overlapping98
patches from top to bottom firstly, and then extracted the deep features of each99
patch through CNN architecture.100
Through observing the datasets applied by the above methods, we find a101
rule: the deep learning methods are extremely suitable for large-scale datasets,102
such as Market1501 [16] and DukeMTMC-ReID [17], and perform well in normal103
multi-shot datasets, such as CUHK03, but perform relatively poorly in single-104
shot dataset, such as VIPeR [1]. It inspired us to propose a new method to105
e↵ectively solve the latter two cases, which is why our approach is only test on106
datasets such as CUHK03 and VIPeR but not on large-scale datasets.107
2.2. Background extraction methods for person re-identification108
Background extraction is an important process to improve person re-identification.109
It separates the target from the background to eliminate the interference of the110
noisy environment. Based on an improved Random Walks algorithm, Chang et111
al. [25] proposed an approach that combined the shape prior information and112
the color seed constraint into the RandomWalk formulation, so that each human113
was divided into several parts where the color features of the HSV histogram114
and the 1-D RGB signal, along with texture features, were utilized for person115
re-identification. Le et al., [26] attempted to make a decision on what super-116
pixels belonged to humans and which others belonged to background through117
the following two techniques: the combination of super-pixels and local saliency118
information and the combination of super-pixels and pose estimation.119
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Background noise is often ignored in many previous feature representations.120
In this paper, a new background noise removal strategy is proposed. It is a121
preprocessing technique of patch primary selection. At first, the pedestrian122
images are parsed into semantic regions with a Deep Decompositional Network123
(DDN) [27], such as head, body, arms, and legs. Then pedestrian patches are124
extracted from the environment using sliding windows and color matching.125
2.3. Saliency methods for person re-identification126
The saliency of an image carries a lot of potential information that is useful127
for recognition task. The following methods utilizing saliency are mainly relat-128
ed to human perception in person re-identification. Zhao et al., [28] propose129
a computational model to estimate the probabilistic saliency map and formu-130
late person re-identification as a saliency matching problem. Saliency matching131
and patch matching were tightly integrated into a unified structural RankSVM132
framework. Chen et al., [29] establishes a similarity among patches via fus-133
ing multi-directional saliency after distribution analysis for the consistency of134
saliency. Le et al., [26] took full advantage of the saliency for keeping super-135
pixels that display a high saliency score (indicating a human) and removing136
the others (background). In this paper, saliency detection is used for secondary137
selection, which changes the matching of local features from location-guide to138
saliency-guide, so as to obtain more reliable patch sequences.139
2.4. Fusion strategy for person re-identification140
In this paper, a novel feature representation that combines the global and141
local features is proposed, which is quite di↵erent from other general methods.142
Most feature-based methods either extract the features from the images directly143
[3, 8, 30] or use only the local descriptors [1, 9, 19]. Liao [3] designed an e cient144
feature representation named Local Maximal Occurrence (LOMO), and a sub-145
space and metric learning method known as Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant146
Analysis (XQDA) [3]. Gray and Tao’s work [1] proposed an ensemble of invari-147
ant features (EIFs) where the feature representation can e↵ectively handle the148
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variation of human poses/viewpoints and color di↵erence for matching pedes-149
trians observed under di↵erent scenes conditions. Every image was divided into150
a grid of local patches, and then the color histogram in LAB color space and151
SIFT features are extracted for metric learning [28].152
The di↵erence from the above works is that we not only fuse many types153
of features, but also consider the relationship between the global and the local.154
Considering that our patch selection method has a certain mismatching rate155
caused by saliency detection, we compensate for it by combining the global156
features with the local features extracted from the selected patches. The fused157
feature representation is evaluated with several metric methods which are proven158
to be e↵ective for person re-identification.159
3. Technical approach160
3.1. Structure of the feature representation161
The structure of the technical approach consists of three parts: primary162
selection, secondary selection, and feature fusion. The overall process of the163
proposed work is shown in Fig. 1.164
As can be seen from Fig. 1, parsing and saliency detection are two important165
techniques for the two patch selection stages, respectively. Throughout the166
patch selection, our operation unit is patch. Firstly, as a pre-processing, DNN167
divides the pedestrian’s body and background into semantic regions of di↵erent168
colors (3.2.1). It inspires us to propose a patch based sliding window and color169
matching method to remove the background patches and preserve the pedestrian170
patches (3.2.2). Afterwards, saliency detection is utilized to get the saliency map171
(3.3.1), through with we change location-guide feature matching into saliency-172
guide feature matching (3.3.2), and obtain the reliable patch sequences with173
higher saliency scores (3.3.3). Finally, global and local features are extracted174
and fused (3.4.1) to obtain complete feature representation, and metric learning175
is performed to evaluate it (3.4.2).176
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Figure 1: The architecture of the feature representation. It consists mainly
of three parts, i.e., primary selection, secondary selection, and feature fusion.
(1). For each pair of pictures, we split them into patches and parse them into
semantic regions with DDN which will be described in detail in 3.2. The overlap
rate is computed to remove the background patches. The threshold of overlap
rate is set to 25%. (2). The patches are further selected by saliency detection.
The patch sequences with higher saliency scores are obtained. e.g., the most
reliable patches that have higher saliency scores are pained in red. (3). We
extract the PHOG, HSV histogram and SIFT features from the selected patches
and fuse them with global LOMO features.
3.2. Primary selection177
3.2.1. Semi-supervised DDN178
It is not feasible to fine-tune DDN model directly on person re-identification179
datasets, because there are no ground truth of label maps. In other words,180
person re-identification datasets have no label for DDN model. So we modify it181
into a semi-supervised DDN model, and the training loss function is defined as182
L=
X
xl
C(yl,
^
yl) +  
X
xu
E(yu), (1)
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The first term in Eq. 1 is the loss function trained on the labelled parsing183
dataset. The second term is the loss function trained on the unlabelled person184
re-identification dataset. Before that, let’s review the original DDN.185
Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of the DDN which directly maps low-level186
visual features to the label map of body parts. The input is the feature vector,187
while the output is a set of label maps of body parts. This architecture is188
utilized for pedestrian parsing, and mainly consists of one down-sampling layer,189
two occlusion estimation layers, two completion layers, and two decomposition190
layers.
Figure 2: DDN architecture, which achieves parsing and subtraction in a unified
deep network.
191
The input x is down-sampled to xd. Otherwise, x is mapped into a binary192
occlusion mask xo 2 [0, 1]n through the weight matrices wo1 , wo2 and the biases193
bo1 , bo2 . To reduce the number of parameters in the network, xo and xd are set194
to the same size. If the i-th element of the feature is occluded, xoi is set to 0,195
otherwise xoi = 1. The binary occlusion mask x
o is denoted as196
x0 = ⌧(W o2⇢(W o1x+ bo1) + bo2), (2)
where the function ⌧(x) = 1/(1 + exp( x)). For the first layer of occlusion197
estimation, the rectified linear function [31] ⇢(x) = max(0, x) is utilized as the198
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activation function and we use a sigmoid function as the activation function in199
the second layer.200
In the architecture of the DDN, the input of the completion layers which are201
modeled as the denoising autoencoder (DAE)[32] is the element-wise product202
of xo and xd. While the output is the completed feature vector xc via the203
weight matrices W c1 , W c2 , W c10 , W c20 , and the biases bc1 , bc2 , uc1 , uc2 . W 0204
is the transpose of W . Through projecting high dimensional data into a low205
dimensional space, the encoders W c1 and W c2 find the compact representation206
of noisy data. The encoders W c10 and W c20 are used to reconstruct the data.207
We reconstruct xc with xo and xd. The reconstruction process is as follows,208
z = ⇢(W c2⇢(W c1(xo   xd) + bc1) + bc2), (3)
where   represents the element-wise product, and z denotes the compact rep-209
resentation. According to Eq. 3, we can get210
xc = ⇢(W c10⇢(W c20 z + uc2) + uc1), (4)
At the back end of DDN, the completed feature xc is decomposed into several211
label maps from y1 to yM through the corresponding weight matrices W t1 ,212
W t21 ,..., W
t2
M , and biases b
t1 , bt21 ,..., b
t2
M . We denote the label map yi 2 [0, 1]n as213
214
yi = ⌧(W
t2
i ⇢(W
t1xc + bt1) + bt2i ) (5)
So the loss function for labelled parsing dataset becomes215 X
xl
C(yl,
^
yl) = ||
^
Y l Y l||2F (6)
Where Y l = {yli} and
^
Y l = {
^
yl} are the set of outputs and the set of ground216
truth labels.217
Now we use the current DDN to train the unlabelled person re-identification218
dataset. The training follows the hypothesis of low-density separation [33].219
Specifically, the object of our training is to make the probability that the output220
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Figure 3: The test results of the VIPeR dataset for person re-identification with
DDN.
tends to a class close to 1, and the sum of the probabilities toward other classes221
tend to be zero. We define the loss as an entropy222
X
xu
E(yu) =  
NX
i=1
yui ln(y
u
i ), (7)
Where N denotes the number of samples and yui is the output. Finally we get223
the semi-supervised DDN loss function224
L = ||
^
Y l Y l||2F  
NX
i=1
yui ln(y
u
i ) (8)
3.2.2. Background noise removal225
After segmenting the images of pedestrians into a set of semantic regions,226
we propose a method based on the use of sliding windows and color matching to227
remove the cluttered environment around the pedestrians. At first, every image228
is divided into a grid of local patches, and then the background is masked229
through computing the overlap rate between the mask and patches. This mask230
is preset, such as the pedestrian’s upper body is green and the background is231
dark blue. The whole process is shown in Fig. 4.232
Every image is divided into patches of size 10⇥10, with a step size of 5 pixels.233
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Figure 4: The process of masking the background based on sliding windows and
color match.
To determine if a patch will be masked, we apply with following equation:234
c(Pij) =
u(M   Pij)
xp ⇤ yp , (9)
where Pij indicates the patch at the i-th row and j-th col of the image, i, j 2 N+,235
{i, j|i <= m, j <= n}. c(Pij) denotes the overlapping rate between the sliding236
maskM and the Pij and u(x) is indicated as the number of non-zero elements in237
matrix x. xp and yp represent the number of patches in the horizontal and ver-238
tical direction, respectively. The patches for which c(Pij) <= 25% are reserved,239
whereas others are masked. Because the background of the same pedestrian240
often changes under di↵erent cameras, background noise removal focuses fea-241
tures on pedestrian patches by removing background patches, making feature242
matching more accurate. We define all the reserved patches of each image as243
the set S1.244
3.3. Secondary selection245
The primary selection may cause two problems, one is feature drift and the246
other is patch unbalance. The location of most similar patches in di↵erent im-247
ages changes cross di↵erent camera views. The number of pedestrian patches248
selected from di↵erent images may not be same, which may lead to di↵erent fea-249
ture lengths. Person saliency is distinctive and reliable in pedestrian matching250
across disjoint camera views. If the patches of two images from the same per-251
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son are matched, the saliency values of these patches should be similar to each252
other, regardless of their location. In addition, the number of patches is easily253
controlled by saliency scores, so as to keep the features consistent in length.254
3.3.1. Saliency detection255
Based on human focus of attention [28], salient regions are defined with256
the following properties: 1) making the pedestrian more distinctive than other257
distractors; 2) being reliable to search for the same pedestrian across di↵erent
Figure 5: Silent region could be the part of the human body or the decorations
the person carries. The salient regions are circled with the yellow dotted lines.
258
camera views. Compared with the abstract features, it’s easier for a human259
to identify the same person, because if the salient region occurs in one camera260
view, it usually remains salient in another camera view. For example, in Fig. 5,261
a human would easily identify that there is a red bag on the shoulder of person262
p1, p2 carries a yellow bag, p3 has a red umbrella in his hand while p4 holds a263
green parcel in his hand.264
A reliable approach to map the salient regions is saliency learning [28]. It265
divides pedestrians into di↵erent parts and manually merges super-pixels that266
are coherent in appearance. Then the segmented body part is randomly selected267
and presented to a labeler. The labeler is allowed to select the most likely268
image from the list based on visual perception. However, this method requires269
a significant amount of man hours, so it is impractical for large datasets. In270
this paper, GBVS [21] is employed to automatically detect the salient regions.271
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Moreover, to reduce the huge cost of matching time, we select only 25 patches272
whose saliency scores are relatively higher than others. This number is the273
empirical result of the compromise between computation time and matching274
accuracy.
Figure 6: Illustration of saliency detection with the GBVS algorithm and the
saliency map of the pedestrian image is shown. Best viewed in color.
275
As we can see from Fig. 6 that the salient region is detected by the GBVS276
algorithm that computes bottom-up saliency maps which show a remarkable277
consistency with the attentional deployment of human subjects. In many cases,278
di↵erent persons from di↵erent camera views have di↵erent spatial distribution,279
whereas the salient region of the same pedestrian under di↵erent camera views is280
discriminative from others. For example, the salient region in (a1) is a backpack.281
The similar salient region also exists in (a2), so (a2) is the correct match of (a1).282
There is a green bag hanging on the pedestrian’s arm in (a3). The yellow bag283
on the shoulder of the woman in (a4) is very eye-catching. While the woman284
in (a5) holds a white paper in his hand. They are all the incorrect matches of285
(a1). For the same reason, (b2) is the correct match of (b1). (b3), (b4), (b5) are286
the incorrect matches of (b1).287
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3.3.2. Saliency-guide matching288
We hope to match the features of similar patches in di↵erent images, but289
in fact, due to the change of pose and views under di↵erent cameras, they290
are o↵set in position, and even some patch features may shift from pedestrian291
to background. Now we change the feature matching from location-guide to292
saliency-guide, which e↵ectively solves the problem of mismatching caused by293
feature drift.294
At first, the image is constructed as a Gaussian pyramid to extract multi-295
scale features in the down-sampling process.296
R( ) = I(x, y)⌦G(x, y, ), (10)
297
G(x, y, ) =
1
2⇡ 2
e( 
x2+y2
2 2
), (11)
where R( ) is the initial feature map using the GBVS model, I(x, y) represents298
the image, G(x, y, ) denotes Gaussian pyramid,   is the scale factor or band-299
width of Gaussian pyramid and ⌦ in Eq. 10 denotes the convolution operator.300
Secondly, the activation maps are formed using the feature maps, and the301
most important thing is to construct the Markov matrix. We assume that the302
scale of the feature graph is constant. In other words, we ignore the scale  .303
We then define the dissimilarity of R(x, y) and R(p, q) as304
d((i, j)||(p, q))  =
    log R(i, j)R(p, q)
     , (12)
where R(x, y) and R(p, q) represent the feature value of the pixels at (i, j) and305
(p, q), respectively. We obtain the fully-connected directed graph GA through306
connecting every node of the lattice R, labelled with the indices (i, j) or (p, q).307
The directed edge from node (i, j) to node (p, q) will be assigned a weight308
w1((i, j), (p, q))
 
= d((i, j)||(p, q)) · F (i  p, j   q), (13)
309
F (a, b)
 
= exp
✓
 a
2 + b2
2 2
◆
, (14)
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where   is a constant which denotes the free parameter. The Markov chain is310
defined on directed graph GA. We normalize the weights on the edges of GA311
to be 1. Now the stationarity of the Markov chain is utilized to obtain the312
probability that the state node transforms to another, thereby estimating the313
saliency of the directed graph and obtaining the saliency map A.314
Finally, we normalize the saliency map A, and construct the directed graph315
GN . We redefine a Markov chain on GN , and introduce an edge from (i, j) to316
(p, q) with weight:317
w2((i, j), (p, q))
 
= A(p, q) · F (i  p, j   q), (15)
where A denotes the final saliency map; every element inside represents the318
saliency value of the pixel in this position. The size of A is the same as the319
original image. Every image is divided into patches of size 10⇥ 10 with a step320
size of 5 pixels, and the patches which have the higher saliency value are selected321
by322
s ({pA} (i, j)) = average ({pA} (i, j)) , (16)
where pA(i, j) denotes the patch at the i-th row and j-th column of A, s(pA(i, j))323
is the average saliency value of pA(i, j). We use 0.6 as the empirical value of324
s(pA(i, j)). The patches are reserved corresponding to the original image where325
s(pA(i, j)) >= 0.6, while others are removed. We define all the reserved patches326
of each image as the set S2.327
3.3.3. Aligned patch sequences328
After primary selection and secondary selection, we obtain corresponding329
patch sets S1 and S2 respectively. Now we define their intersection S = S1\S2330
as a set of reliable patches. Due to the di↵erent views under di↵erent cameras,331
the proportions of pedestrian and background are also di↵erent. Some images332
have more pedestrian patches than background patches, while others are the333
opposite. This problem of patch unbalance results in a di↵erent number of334
reliable patches selected per image, and correspondingly di↵erent lengths of335
extracted features.336
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In order to ensure that the dimension of the local features extracted from337
each image is the same, 25 patches are selected from each image from camera338
A which have a relatively high saliency value within the set S. Using the priori339
saliency spatial distribution of these patches, we find 25 patches corresponding340
to the previous 25 patches from each image from camera B with the nearest341
neighbor classifier for saliency.342
Now the similarity of saliency between the patch pairs for di↵erent images343
across disjoint camera views is defined as344
simsaliency(P
A,u, PB,v) = exp( d(p
A,u
i , p
B,v
j )
2
2 2d
) (17)
Saliency patches of a pedestrian image are represented as PA,u = {pA,ui |i =345
1, 2..., 25}, where (A, u) denotes the u-th image under camera A, i denotes the346
position of the patch in this image, and pA,ui is the saliency vector of the patch.347
d(·) is the Euclidean distance, and  d is a bandwidth parameter. Finally, we348
get the corresponding patches of images from camera B.349
IB,u = find(min(simsaliency(P
A,u, PB,v))) (18)
The special form is350
IB,ui = find(min(exp( 
d(pA,ui , p
B,v
j )
2
2 2d
))), (19)
where find(·) denotes finding the indexes of patches of an image from camera B351
according to the saliency matching with the patches of the image from camera352
A. IB,ui is an element of I
B,u which denotes the indexes set as mentioned above,353
i 2 {1, 2...25}.354
3.4. Feature fusion and metric learning355
In order to overcome the shortcomings of either of the methods and take ad-356
vantage of them, the global features and local descriptors are fused in the process357
of metric learning, so that we can clearly separate the di↵erent pedestrians.358
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3.4.1. Feature extraction and fusion359
The features we fuse consist of one global feature (LOMO) and three lo-360
cal features (PHOG, HSV, SIFT). We adopt the strategy of combining global361
feature and local features to compensate for inherent errors of saliency detec-362
tion which may result in mismatching. Specifically, PHOG contains oriented363
gradient, HSV reflects color distribution, and SIFT captures extreme points in364
images. As about the global feature (LOMO), although it also contains some365
color information, it reflects the color distribution of the whole image, using im-366
age pair matching rather than saliency-guide patch pair matching. In a word,367
they complement each other without redundancy.368
The LOMO algorithm analyzes the horizontal occurrence of local features,369
and maximizes the occurrence to make a stable representation against view-370
point changes. Besides, to handle illumination variations, the Retinex trans-371
form [3] and a scale invariant texture operator are applied. To make person372
re-identification easier than using original images, we apply the HSV color his-373
togram to extract features which has 8⇥8⇥8 bins = 512 dimensions. The Scale374
Invariant Local Ternary Pattern (SILTP) [34] descriptor is also extracted for re-375
ducing the impact of illumination invariant. SILTP is an improved operator over376
the well-known Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [35]. We utilize sliding windows377
with a size of 10⇥ 10 pixels and an overlapping step of 5 pixels to locate local378
patches in 128 ⇥ 48 pixel images. Two scales of SILTP histograms (SILTP 0.34,3379
and SILTP 0.34,5 ) are extracted, and the dimension of SILTP is 3
4 ⇥ 2 = 81. A380
three-scale pyramid representation is built for utilizing the multi-scale informa-381
tion, which down-samples the original 128⇥48 image by two 2⇥2 local average382
pooling operations and then repeats the above feature extraction procedure. So383
the final feature has (8⇥ 8⇥ 8 color bins + 34 ⇥ 2 SILTP bins) ⇥ (24 + 11 + 5384
horizontal groups) = 26960 dimensions.385
On the other hand, the PHOG, HSV histogram and SIFT features are ex-386
tracted from every selected patch. PHOG is the Pyramid Histogram of Oriented387
Gradient, which is an e↵ective descriptor for classification; it is the splicing of388
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the HOG features at di↵erent scales. In this work, the number of layers of389
pyramids is L = 3, and the number of bins of gradient division is n = 8. The390
dimension of PHOG features is (1 + 4 + 16 + 64) ⇥ 8 = 680. Color histogram391
is a significant descriptor that performs outstandingly in the recognition task.392
To obtain the HSV histogram features, the RGB image is converted to a HSV393
image at first. The dimension of the HSV histogram feature is 8⇥ 8⇥ 8 = 512.394
Besides, we extract the SIFT features that has 128 dimensions. The schematic395
representation of feature extraction is shown in Fig. 1.396
After finishing the feature extraction, we obtain features with the dimen-397
sion of 26960+(680 + 512 + 128)⇥ 20 = 53360. Before concatenating them, we398
fuse them based on metric learning. Due to the diversity of our features and399
the complexity of the processing process, we count the time consumption of400
feature extraction and algorithm execution. First, we count the time of fea-401
ture extraction and fusion on the VIPeR dataset, and the average time for402
each image was 46.6ms. The experiment is repeated 10 times and averaged (i7-403
6700 CPU, 2.60GHz, Matlab, Windows). Then we perform our algorithm on404
CUHK03 dataset including semi-supervised DDN training, which takes a total405
2586,463ms ⇡ 43m 6s, about half the time of FFN [14] (Titan xp, 12GB video406
memory, GPU, Linux).407
3.4.2. Metric learning408
We define disti,j as the distance between the features xi and xj cross di↵erent409
camera views.410
dist2(xi, xj) = ||xi   xj ||22
= w1 · dist2ij,1 + w2 · dist2ij,2 + ...+ wd · dist2ij,d
=(xi   xj)TW (xi   xj),
(20)
where wi   0, W = diag(w) is a diagonal matrix, and (W )ii = wi . W can be411
determined by learning. d denotes the dimension of the feature which is equal412
to 53360 in this paper. We replace W with a common semi-definite symmetric413
matrix M , so we get Mahalanobis distance.414
distmah(xi, xj) = (xi, xj)
TM(xi, xj) = ||xi   xj ||2M , (21)
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M denotes the metric matrix which is obtained through metric learning. Note415
that M is the semi-definite symmetric matrix. M is directly embedded into the416
evaluation of the neighbor classifier, and we obtain M through optimizing the417
performance of the evaluation. Now we discuss the acquisition of M with the418
Neighbourhood Component Analysis (NCA) as an example.419
Neighbour classifiers use the majority voting method when making a deci-420
sion. Each sample in the neighbourhood casts one vote, and the samples outside421
the field casts zero votes. For sample xj , the probability of its e↵ect on xi clas-422
sification is423
pi,j =
exp( ||xi   xj ||2M )P
l exp( ||xi   xl||2M )
, (22)
where l is the number of the samples. As can be seen from Eq. 22, pi,j is the424
largest when i = j. If we recognize the maximum accuracy as an optimal object,425
the accuracy based on leave-one-out (LOO) is computed as follows426
pi =
X
j2⌦i
pij , (23)
where ⌦i represents the set of subscripts that belong to the same class as xi.427
The accuracy for the entire sample set is428
mX
i=1
pi =
mX
i=1
X
j2⌦i
pij (24)
Then we substitute the Eq. 22 into the 24 and make M = PPT, we get the429
NCA optimal object430
min
P
= 1 
mX
i=1
X
j2⌦i
exp( ||PTxi   PTxj ||22)P
l exp( ||PTxi   PTxl||22)
(25)
Through solving Eq. 25, we obtain the metric matrix M that maximizes the431
accuracy of the neighbour classifier.432
Finally, we get Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves of person433
re-identification. Using several di↵erent metric methods, we do experiment on434
di↵erent datasets to prove that our proposed method is more e↵ective than435
many state-of-the-art methods.436
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4. Experimental results437
There are several existing challenging benchmark datasets for person re-438
identification. In this work, we perform experiments using six datasets, VIPeR439
[1], PRID2011 [37], CUHK01 [38], CUHK03 [36], PRID 450S [39], iLIDS-VID440
[40], which are public benchmarks available to conduct experiments. We empha-441
size that our approach can e↵ectively solve the problem of insu cient samples in442
actual scenarios. This is why our method has not been tested in large datasets443
such as Market1501 [16], DukeMTMC-ReID [17], and MSMT17 [18].444
4.1. Parameters and implementation details445
The parameter settings in this paper are shown in the Table 1. In addi-446
tion, we perform fine tuning on the basis of original DDN, so the initialization447
of parameters and bias are the result of previous training. Two scales of cen-448
ter/surround Retinex is used for image preprocessing when LOMO features are449
extracted. For all the experiments, we repeat the procedure 10 times to calculate450
an average performance.
Table 1:
Parameter settings
Paraneters Values Descriptions
sp 10⇥ 10 the size of patches
sw 10⇥ 10 sliding windows
cthr 0.25 the threshold of overlapping rate c(Pi,j)
nP 25 the number of patches we selected based on saliency detection
sthr 0.6 the threshold of saliency value
  0.5 the scale factor of Eq. 11
 d 0.5 bandwidth parameter of Eq. 17
451
4.2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods452
We perform a number of experiments and the results show that the proposed453
algorithm achieves better performance than many of the existing methods. In454
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Figure 7: CMC curves of VIPeR, PRID2011, CUHK01, CUHK03, PRID 450S,
iLIDS-VID datasets.
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order to demonstrate the advantages of our method in the case of insu cient455
samples, we also compared the with many deep learning methods, which are456
listed separately in the tables. Fig. 7 shows the CMC curves for di↵erent457
methods on every dataset. The red solid lines represent the results of our458
algorithm. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that our method has the highest matching459
rate.
Table 2:
TOP r RANK MATCHING ACCURACY (%) ON VIPeR DATASET.
Method rank=1 rank=10 rank=20 Reference
Ours 56.83 92.03 97.27 Proposed
FFN [14] 51.1 91.4 96.9 2016 WACV
EBb [41] 51.9 84.8 90.2 2018 CVPR
MLCS [42] 34.58 80.59 90.43 2017 TCSVT
LDCA [11] 38.08 73.52 82.91 2017 CVPR
SCSP [43] 53.5 90.2 96.6 2016 CVPR
LSSL [44] 47.8 87.6 94.2 2016 AAAI
LOMO+XQDA [3] 40.00 80.51 91.08 2015 CVPR
SCNCD [8] 37.80 81.20 90.40 2014 ECCV
kBiCov [5] 31.11 70.71 82.45 2014 IVC
SalMatch [20] 30.16 65.54 79.15 2013 ICCV
Mid-level Filter [9] 39.11 65.95 79.87 2014 CVPR
SSCDL [45] 25.60 68.10 83.60 2014 CVPR
MtMCML [46] 28.83 75.82 88.51 2014 TIP
ColorInv [35] 24.21 57.09 69.65 2013 TPAMI
LF [6] 24.18 67.12 82.00 2013 CVPR
460
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4.2.1. Experiments on VIPeR461
The VIPeR dataset contains two cameras, each of which captures one image462
per person. It also provides the viewpoint angle for each image. It has been463
used by many researchers and is still one of the most challenging datasets.464
The VIPeR dataset contains 632 pedestrian image pairs taken from arbitrary465
viewpoints under varying illumination conditions. It is randomly split into two466
subsets containing the same number of pictures for training and test respectively.467
We evaluated the proposed algorithm and several state-of-the-art algorithm-468
s, Fig. 7(a) shows the results of the comparisons through CMC curves on the469
VIPeR dataset. The cumulative matching scores (%) at rank 1, 10, and 20 are470
listed in Table 2. From Table 2 it can be seen that our method is superior to471
all compared state-of-the-arts, surpassing the 2nd best method by 3.33% (56.83472
- 53.5) in Rank-1, 0.63% (92.03 - 91.4) in Rank-10, and 0.37% (97.27 - 96.9) in473
Rank-20. Compared to eliminating background-bias (EBb) method, our method474
improves the rank-1 by 4.93%, rank-10 by 7.23%, and rank-20 by 7.07%. It in-475
dicates the superiority of primary patch selection by background noise removal.476
Compared to the deep learning method FFN, our method improves the Rank-1477
by 5.73%. This indicates that in the single-shot case, our feature fusion strategy478
is more e↵ectively than FFN that fuses deeply learning features with multiple479
hand-crafted features.480
4.2.2. Experiments on PRID2011481
The PRID2011 dataset consists of images extracted from multiple person482
trajectories recorded from two di↵erent, static surveillance cameras. Images483
from these cameras contain a viewpoint change and a stark di↵erence in illu-484
mination, background and camera characteristics. The PRID dataset has 385485
trajectories from camera A and 749 trajectories from camera B. Among them,486
only 200 people appear in both cameras.487
Fig. 7(b) shows the results of the comparisons through CMC curves on488
the PRID2011 dataset. The cumulative matching scores (%) at rank 1, 10,489
and 20 are listed in Table 3. From Table 3 it can be seen that our method is490
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Table 3:
TOP r RANK MATCHING ACCURACY (%) ON PRID2011 DATASET.
Method rank=1 rank=10 rank=20 Reference
Ours 78.3 92.6 97.5 Proposed
VGG-GRU+TP Mean [47] 75.1 97.5 99.5 2017 ICIC
LBP&Color+RFA-Net+RankSVM [48] 58.2 93.4 97.9 2017 ECCV
LBP&Color+RFA-Net+Cosine [48] 54.9 93.7 98.4 2017 ECCV
RC [49] 70.9 82.7 87.3 2018 CVPR
DVDL [50] 40.6 77.8 85.6 2015 ICCV
STFV3D+KISSME [2] 64.1 89.9 92.0 2012 CVPR
TDL [51] 56.7 87.6 93.4 2016 CVPR
superior to all compared state-of-the-arts in Rank-1. It surpasses the 2nd best491
VGG-GRU+TP Mean by 3.2% (78.3 - 75.1) in Rank-1. Although it is 4.9%492
(97.5-92.6) and 2.0% (99.5-97.5) lower than VGG-GRU+TP Mean in rank-10493
and rank-20 respectively, it is not inferior to the suboptimal LBP&Color+RFA-494
Net+Cosine. As can be seen that compared with multiple hits, our method has495
a obvious advantage in accuracy of one hit.496
4.2.3. Experiments on CUHK01497
The CUHK01 dataset contains two images for every identity from each cam-498
era. This dataset has one pair of disjoint cameras and the image quality of this499
dataset is relatively good. It contains 971 persons captured from two camera500
views. Camera A captures the frontal or back views of pedestrians while camera501
B captures them in a side view.502
The CMC curves of comparison with other algorithms are described in Fig.503
7(c). All the corresponding data are recorded in Table 4. The proposed method504
achieved 83.2% at rank-1, which slightly outperforms the second one EBb with505
an improvement of 0.7% (83.2 - 82.5). The proposed method is comparable506
to the most advanced algorithms EBb at rank-15 and rank-20, which achieved507
accuracy at 98.4% and 98.8%, respectively. Compared to SalMatch, we far508
surpassed it in all the results. It shows that using background noise removal,509
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Table 4:
TOP r RANK MATCHING ACCURACY (%) ON CUHK01 DATASET.
Method rank=1 rank=10 rank=15 rank=20 Reference
Ours 83.2 97.1 98.4 98.8 Proposed
Quadruplet [15] 62.6 86.0 88.9 89.8 2017 CVPR
MCPB CNN [22] 53.7 91.0 95.4 96.3 2016 CVPR
JointRe-id [13] 47.5 80.0 86.8 87.9 2015 CVPR
EBb [41] 82.5 98.2 98.7 99.0 2018 CVPR
LSSCDK [52] 66.0 90.0 93.3 95.0 2016 CVPR
Kernel X-CRC [53] 61.2 87.3 91.2 93.2 2019 JVCIR
CVPDL [54] 59.5 89.7 91.7 93.1 2015 ICOAI
Ensembles [55] 51.9 83.0 88.5 89.4 2015 CVPR
Mid-Level Filters [9] 34.3 65.0 71.2 74.9 2014 CVPR
SalMatch [20] 28.5 55.7 66.1 68.0 2014 ICCV
patch selection, feature fusion techniques is far more e↵ective than just using510
saliency matching.511
4.2.4. Experiments on CUHK03512
The CUHK03 is one of the highest cited person re-identification dataset513
which consists of five di↵erent pairs of camera views, and the number of pictures514
in this dataset exceeds 14,000. There are 13,164 bounding boxes detected by a515
Deformable Part Model (DPM) of 1,467 di↵erent identities in CUHK03 dataset.516
Fig. 7(d) and Table 5 provide the matching results of all the compared517
algorithms. It can be seen that the proposed method is superior to the 2nd518
best SPReID by 0.6% (91.8 - 91.2) in Rank-1, and ties with SPReID in Rank-519
20. SPReID extracts local features from human body parts obtained by hu-520
man semantic parsing. Both SPReID and our method use parsing for person521
re-identification. SPReID focuses on parsing to make pedestrian body segmen-522
tation more accurate, while we focus on selecting reliable patch sequences for523
precise matching. So if we learn from SPReID, the background noise will be524
smaller. Then the selected patch sequence will be theoretically more reliable,525
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Table 5:
TOP r RANK MATCHING ACCURACY (%) ON CUHK03 DATASET.
Method rank=1 rank=10 rank=15 rank=20 Reference
Ours 91.8 99.1 99.4 99.6 Proposed
BraidNet-CS+SRL [56] 88.2 98.7 99.2 99.5 2018 CVPR
JointRe-id [13] 54.7 91.5 96.8 97.3 2015 CVPR
FPNN [36] 20.7 68.7 80.1 83.1 2014 CVPR
SPReID [57] 91.2 99.2 99.5 99.6 2018 CVPR
EBb [41] 91.7 - 98.7 99.0 2018 CVPR
Ensembles [55] 62.1 94.3 97.2 97.8 2015 CVPR
KISSME [2] 14.2 52.6 66.4 70.0 2012 CVPR
LOMO+XQDA [3] 52.2 92.1 95.6 96.3 2015 CVPR
and finally the accuracy will be improved.526
4.2.5. Experiments on PRID 450S527
The PRID 450S dataset contains 450 pairs of single-shot pedestrian images,528
which are captured from two adjacent cameras. It is another challenging dataset,529
similar to the VIPeR dataset, for background interference, partial occlusion and530
viewpoint changes.
Table 6:
TOP r RANK MATCHING ACCURACY (%) ON PRID 450S DATASET.
Method rank=1 rank=10 rank=15 rank=20 Reference
Ours 72.5 96.4 97.8 98.7 Proposed
FFN [14] 66.6 92.8 96.6 96.9 2016 WACV
Kernel X-CRC [53] 68.8 95.9 97.3 98.4 2019 JVCIR
LSSCDK [52] 60.5 88.6 92.2 93.6 2016 CVPR
DRML [58] 56.4 82.2 88.9 90.2 2016 ICIP
X-KPLS [59] 52.8 90.0 94.8 95.4 2017 ICPR
MED VL [60] 45.9 82.9 89.8 91.1 2016 AAAI
ECM [4] 41.9 76.9 82.6 84.9 2015 WACV
531
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We evaluated the proposed approach by comparing the state-of-the-art ap-532
proaches on the PRID 450S dataset. This evaluation was conducted using the533
images of detected persons. It can be seen from Table 6 that our method is su-534
perior to all compared state-of-the-arts, surpassing the 2nd best Kernel X-CRC535
by 3.7% (72.5 - 68.8) in Rank-1, 0.5% (96.4 - 95.9) in Rank-10, 0.5% (97.8 - 97.3)536
in Rank-15 and 0.3% (98.7 - 98.4) in Rank-20. Compared to Kernel X-CRC,537
our local features contain gradient, color, and extreme points, not just the color538
model as Kernel X-CRC does. It indicates the superiority of diverse features.539
Fig. 7(e) describes the matching results of all the compared algorithms on the540
PRID 450S dataset.541
4.2.6. Experiments on iLIDS-VID542
The iLIDS-VID dataset involves 300 di↵erent pedestrians observed across543
two disjoint camera views in a public open space. It comprises 600 image se-544
quences of 300 distinct individuals, with one pair of image sequences from two545
camera views for each person. Each image sequence has variable length ranging546
from 23 to 192 image frames, with an average of 73 frames. The iLIDS-VID547
dataset is very challenging due to clothing similarities among people, lighting548
and viewpoint variations across camera views, cluttered background and ran-549
dom occlusions. Fig. 7(f) and Table 7 show the matching results of all the
Table 7:
TOP r RANK MATCHING ACCURACY (%) ON ILIDS-VID DATASET.
Method rank=1 rank=10 rank=15 rank=20 Reference
Ours 86.2 98.5 99.4 99.6 Proposed
CSsA+CSE [61] 85.4 98.8 99.2 99.5 2018 CVPR
TDL [51] 56.3 95.6 97.9 98.3 2016 CVPR
TAPR [62] 55.0 93.8 96.9 97.2 2016 ICIP
SI2DL [63] 48.7 89.2 96.6 97.3 2016 IJCAI
DRML [58] 43.1 72.7 80.0 82.0 2016 ICIP
FAST3D [64] 28.4 66.7 75.2 78.1 2016 ICIP
550
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compared methods. We can see that our method is superior to all the state-551
of-the-art methods, surpassing the 2nd best method by 0.8% (86.2 - 85.4) in552
Rank-1, 0.2% (99.4 - 99.2) in Rank-15, and 0.1% (99.6 - 99.5) in Rank-20. And553
it’s only 0.3% (98.8 - 98.5) lower than CSsA+CSE. Moreover, the proposed554
method far surpasses recent methods (TDL, TAPR, SI2DL and DRML) in all555
results. These validate that a combination of techniques may be more e↵ective556
than just using a single technique for person re-identification.557
4.3. Ablation analysis558
To further illustrate the rationality of each step of our process, we conduct559
ablation experiments for our method on VIPeR dataset. We verify the roles of560
four key parts of our algorithm, including background noise removal, saliency561
detection, local features, and global features through experiments. We take562
turns to remove key part (C1-C4) and compare with the complete method (C5),563
as shown in Table 8. It can be seen that Rank-1 and Rank-10 results of all564
incomplete methods are inferior to the complete method, which implies the565
importance of the default part.
Table 8:
Experimental results for di↵erent configurations on VIPeR datasets.
Config. Background noise removal Saliency detection Local features Global features Rank-1 Rank-10
C1 ⇥ p p p 50.26 90.54
C2
p ⇥ p p 43.31 86.52
C3 ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ p 40.00 80.51
C4
p p p ⇥ 51.74 89.62
C5
p p p p
56.83 92.03
566
Firstly, we remove the process of background noise removal (C1), in other567
words, there is no primary selection, S1 = S. As can be seen from Table 8568
that due to background noise, the performance degrades 6.57% and 1.49% for569
the Rank-1 and Rank-10 accuracy, respectively. Then we investigate the role570
of saliency detection (C2). We eliminate secondary selection based on saliency571
detection, and select 25 patches from S1 according to the principle of proximity.572
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Specifically, P (·) in Eq (17) is redefined as the coordinate of the patch rather573
than saliency value. It can be seen that the accuracy drops sharply, degrading574
12.15% and 6.86% for the Rank-1 and Rank-10, respectively. Next, we remove575
the local features (C3),which means that only global feature LOMO is used and576
there is no patch selection. The feature representation is the same as [3]. Rank-577
1 and Rank-10 become 40.00% and 80.51%. It also proves the necessity of the578
patch selection method we proposed. Finally, global feature (C4) is removed to579
demonstrate its role in compensating for inherent errors in saliency detection.580
As can be seen from Table 8 that without the assistance of LOMO, there is581
s slight decrease in accuracy, with rank-1 and rank-10 dropping by 5.09% and582
2.42% respectively.583
4.4. Comparison with the most relevant methods584
In this paper, the three key points of the proposed approach are utilizing local585
descriptors with the global features, background noise removal, and saliency586
detection. There are three corresponding algorithms, including LOMO+XQDA,587
saliency learning, and super-pixel segmentation for person re-identification. The588
following will introduce their di↵erences with our proposed method and the589
experimental results.
Table 9:
PERSON RE-ID MATCHING RATES(%) AT DIFFERENT RANKS ON
VIPER, CUHK01, AND CUHK03 DATASETS
VIPeR CUHK01 CUHK03
Method rank@1 10 15 20 1 10 15 20 1 10 15 20
Ours 56.8 92.0 96.2 97.2 69.2 92.8 96.1 97.8 68.2 95.2 97.8 98.4
LOMO+XQDA [3] 40.0 80.5 88.3 91.0 61.8 86.5 91.5 93.7 52.2 92.1 95.4 96.3
Saliency learning [28] 44.1 81.8 88.4 91.2 28.5 55.7 66.4 68.0 56.8 93.8 96.2 97.5
BackSub-reid [26] 27.2 64.2 75.2 77.8 19.2 44.8 65.8 68.7 40.2 72.1 84.5 86.4
590
We compared the matching rate with LOMO features, saliency learning,591
and the method based on super-pixel segmentation for person re-identification592
on VIPeR, CUHK01, and CUHK03 datasets. Table 9 records the results of the593
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experiments which indicates that the proposed method is always better than594
others at rank-1.595
4.5. Parameter analysis of the proposed method596
4.5.1. The threshold of overlapping rate in background noise removal597
The proposed system achieves accurate salient person re-identification through598
background removal based on super-pixel segmentation. However, in this paper,599
we apply the pedestrian parsing via a DDN network to achieve the background600
removal. The experiments show that the proposed method has obvious advan-601
tages over the other methods.
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Figure 8: The relationship between matching rate and the threshold of overlap-
ping rate (%) on VIPeR dataset.
602
In this paper, we take the pedestrian parsing as an important method for603
removing the background. We parse the pedestrians with the DDN network604
which allows the background to be removed from the edges of a human. It is605
an important preprocessing for picking up the pedestrian patches.606
In the process of removing the background noise, we set the threshold of607
overlapping rate c(Pi,j) to 25%, which was empirically determined after many608
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experiments. It directly determines whether the patch belongs to the pedestri-609
an or the background. The experimental result for choosing the overlap rate610
threshold are shown in the Fig. 8. We compared the matching rate when select-611
ing di↵erent thresholds ranging from 0.1 to 0.4 at rank-1 on the VIPeR dataset,612
which shows that 25% as the threshold is appropriate.613
4.5.2. The number of selected patches614
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Figure 9: The relationships between matching rate and the number of selected
patches on VIPeR, CUHK01, CUHK03 datasets.
The number of patches in S has a great impact on the matching rate and615
execution e ciency. If the number is too small, e↵ective information will be616
missed, resulting in lower accuracy. Too many will increase the computation617
time and reduce the execution e ciency.618
Fig. 9 describes the relationship between the number and the matching rate619
at rank-1 on the VIPeR, CUHK01, CUHK03, and iLIDS-VID datasets. As we620
can see from Fig. 9, the matching rate increases as the number of selected621
32
patches increases. However, after the number exceeds 25, the rate of growth622
becomes very slow, while the cost of time is multiplied. Finally, we selected 25623
patches, which provides a compromise between computation time and matching624
accuracy.625
5. Conclusions626
In this paper, we proposed a new patch selection method based on parsing627
and saliency detection for person Re-identification. We solve the problem of628
feature drift and patch imbalance of local features, and e↵ectively compensate629
for the inherent errors caused by saliency detection by combining local features630
with global features. It provides more ideas for solving related problems. In631
addition, our method can e↵ectively deal with the real scenario of insu cient632
samples, which has a strong engineering application value. It’s another highlight633
of our work.634
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